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NEWS
June 2021 - Real World Classes
Classes at Stanwick and Chelveston will start
next month. The rules for participating are as
follows:
- All payments will have to be made in advance
via the link on our website at www.ahtca.co.uk
- You will be required to let me know in advance
if you have or have not been vaccinated against
Covid 19 - there will be a new health form to fill
in (available soon on the website) which needs
to be returned to me.
- If you have NOT been vaccinated, you may
still attend the sessions BUT you will HAVE to
wear a mask and you will not be able to join in
with any partner work.
- People who have been vaccinated can
choose whether to wear a mask or not, and if
you WANT to join in with partner work you will
need to pair up with someone who will be your
regular ongoing Tai Chi partner for all two
person work.
- There will be two separate streams for forms
work, one for ‘beginners’ and one for
‘improvers’. So, if during lockdown you have not
been able to practice, then you will be able to
start at an easy pace so as to pick up the moves
again.

Any questions, call me on 07771 333 369.

Bigger studio
The new studio is functional (still a few finishing
touches required) so quite soon now private
lessons in the studio will be possible, call me on
07771 333 369 for details.

WHY LEARN APPLICATIONS’?

Learning the fighting applications of Tai Chi
moves serves a number of useful purposes.

Firstly, and perhaps most simply, it allows you
a peek at the history and origin of the art. It was
created for fighting, healing and well-being
came much later.

Next, applications allow you to learn how to
apply Tai Chi for self defence. Self defence is a
complicated subject to learn and needs far
more than just knowing that ‘Snake Creeps
Down’ can be a throw or that ‘Part Wild Horse’s
Mane’ can be a strike, but understanding some
of the physical basics is a start.

And, learning applications directly helps the
health and wellness benefits of Tai Chi as in
order for an application to be valid, it must
adhere to a number of bio-mechanical
principles. The same principles that help keep
the body structurally aligned and sound.

Finally, of course, it can be fun to play at mock
fighting with a friendly partner and explore this
aspect of Tai Chi.

By the way, I stopped teaching public Self
Defence classes nearly two years ago but if you
are interested in learning Self Defence, please
contact me.
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Thank you for being part of our Tai Chi ‘family’ and remember
that Tai Chi is the best gift that you can give both to yourself and

to others you care about.
Agar-Hutton Tai Chi Academy (A division of Winghigh Limited) 27 Ballantyne Road, Rushden, Northamptonshire, NN10 9FJ.

www.taichitraining.pro

FOLLOW THE RULES
When you drive a car, there are rules to follow.
Some are ‘external’, like the rules of the road
and the law. Some are ‘internal’ like having your
eyes open or sitting in the driver’s seat (if you
are the driver). Breaking the rules can cause
problems, some minor and some major, and it
is the same with Tai Chi and its rules.

I will present a list of rules and then go through
them in some detail.

● Suspend the body from the crown of the
head.

● Be relaxed.
● Be upright.
● Move lightly.
● Practice slowly (most of the time),
● Avoid being double weighted.
● Be mindful.
● Distinguish between full and empty.
● Move from the centre.
● The body moves as a single unit.
● The mind leads the body.
● Always maintain Peng.

The above list is not exhaustive and also
different instructors may emphasise or de-
emphasise any of the items.

Let’s start with the crown of the head. The
crown is the centre of the top of the head and
it is common to imagine being suspended by a
thread from this point. The thread is often
called ‘The Golden Thread’ and the
Acupuncture point name is the Bai-hui point.

However you should not be tense so imagine
being lifted up until your spine and body are
almost off the floor and then gently lowered
down so that all the body is settled and relaxed.
Also the chin should be drawn in ever so
slightly. In this position, when it is done
correctly, you will be literally and
metaphorically and (from a Chinese energetics
point of view) energetically centred. You will be
relaxed and balanced and ready to move in
any direction.

Think of it as the best posture to allow you to
breathe deeply and smoothly; for blood to flow
without constriction, and for muscles and
bones to be optimally aligned.

Simply standing for five or ten minutes a day in
this basic posture is a useful practice. Add in a
pelvic tilt and slight ‘sitting’ so that the legs
relax and bend, take the hands out ever so
slightly from the sides with the fingers pointed
downwards, and you have the Wu Chi
meditation and relaxation posture.

TO BE CONTINUED NEXT MONTH...


